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FOREWORD
4
Efficient management of the Large Area Crop Inventory
Experiment (LACIE) dictates that effective controls of pro-
ject activities be established. To provide a basis for ef-
fective control, documentation will be prepared, baselines
will be established, and changes to the baseline will be sub-
sequently controlled by'the proper management levels.
The specific control documents which will be used are
defined in the LACIE Project Plan, LACIE-000605. All ele-
ments of the LACIE Project must adhere to these baselines:
control documents, and, where it is considered that the re-
quirements should be changed, the proper change request, ac-
companied by a full justification, must be submitted to the
proper management level in accordance with established pro-
cedures. These documents will be maintained current by change
notices and Yavisions, as required. Each change notice and/
or revision will reference the applicable Change Control Board
Directive (CCBD) which approved the change.
This document, LACIE-000200, Volume IA, Revision A, was
formerly entitled the LACIE Data Acquisition, Preprocessing,
and Transmission Subsystem (DAPTS) - ERTS Data Requirements.
It defines DAPTS Landsat Data Requirements and has been pre-
pared in accordance with the "Instructions for Preparation of
LACIE Requirements Documents", LACIE-00100, Revision C, dated
November 20, 1974. "Full-Up System", as used in this document,
is defined as the system required to accomplish LACIE Phase II.
In general, the approach used in each section is to first
specify the requirements of the Full-Up System and then to
specify the requirements of any interim systems by reference to
specific paragraphs in the Full-Up System requirements sections
of the document. The LACIE Project Phases are defined in the
LACIE Project Plan.
The organization responsible for the implementation of
each requirement defined in this document is specified on an
individual requirement basis. Where the implementation re-
sponsibility applies to the complete section, the implementa-
tion responsibility is specified after the section title. A
"section" for the purposes of designating implementation re-
sponsibility is defined as being any numbered paragraph and
_....--1
iv
.,
or
}	 all subparagraphs. Where different implementation responsi-
bilities apply to different portions of a section, the imple-
mentation responsibility is specified on an individual para-
graph or sentence basis, as applicable. All implementing
organizations designated shall accomplish their implementa-
tion activities in accordance with the requirements specified
herein.
'	 B. MacDonald
Manager, Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
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SECTION 1.0
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
	
1. 1	 GENERAL
DAPTS is responsible for the acquisition,
preprocessing, and transmission of the data
necessary to fulfill the data requirements of
the LACIE operation. Categories of data to be
acquired, as Well as details such as quality,
quantity, frequency, and time of acquisition,
will be defined to the Data Acquisition
Subsystem by the other subsystem and the
supporting [research, Teat, and Evaluation
(RTSE) elements.
	
1.2
	
SPECIFIC
The specific responsibilities or DAPTS for
Landsat 1/Landsat 2 data include assimilating
requirements for Landsat data, scheduling the
Landsat spacecraft, acquiring the data,
preprocessing the Landsat data, and
'	 transmitting the data to the Integrated
StoragE, Retrieval, and Reformatting subsystem
(ISPRS) . Preprocessing i,^cludes those
operations such as extraction of sample
segments and registration of temporal data,
which are necessary before the data is used by
any of the other subsystems or supporting RT&E
elements.
1-1
rf	 SECTION 2.0
AP N"BBI E_22CCHA TT5
The follovinq documents are applicable to the
extent specified herein:
A. GSPC/JSC Interface Control Document, dated
March 20, 1975.
B. LACIE Operations Handbook, dated: TBD.
C. LACIE Project Plan,: 1JACIE-000605, dated
August, 1975.
D. Instructions for Preparation of LACIE
Requirements Documents, LACIE-v^v100,
Revision C, dated October 25, 1974.
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rSECTION 3.0
^NCT^O^,1^tPL^_ D^AG,^S
3.1	 DAPTS LANDSAT 1/2 SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
3.1.1	 Full-Up_Systeg
The functional flow diagram for the development
of the portion of DAPTS relate3 to Landsat data
is presented in figure 3-1.
3.1.2	 Interim Systems
The functional flow diagram for the development
of the portion of DAPTS related to the
processing of Landsat data for the interim
systems is the same as for the full-up System
described in 3.1.1.
3.2
	 DAPTS LANDSAT 1/2 SUBSYSTEM OPERATION
3. 2. 1	 Full-D,p_System
The functional t- w diagram for tae operation
of the portion	 JAPTS related to Landsat data
is presented i. .figure 3-2.
3.2.2
	 Interim Systems
The functional flow diagram for the operation
of the DAPTS related to Landsat datd for the
interim systems is the same as for the Pull-up
system described in :3.2.1.
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SECTION 4.0
REQUIR EMITS _[CONSOLIDATED)
4.1	 FULL - UP SYSTEM
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) will
acquire and extract portions of specified
Landsat passes, register these segments with
	 .---
previously acquired data of the same areas, and
transmit computer-compatible tapes (CCT's)
containing the registered sample segments to
the Johnson Space Center (JSC). The JSC will
define the locations and time periods for the
acquisition of the sample segments.
4.1.1
	 Current_ Requirement s
The requirements exists to acquire and
preproce ss 4800 sample segments, 5 x 6 nm (9 x
11 km) o ach, at least four times per year.
(Regi • irf^d by CAMS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-(;SFC).
The ini*-.ial selection of segment locations
shall be made at the JSC, using the ;approved
LACIE sampling strategy. (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
CAS). The biological windows, four per growing
season, during which data is to be acquired,
must be designated. (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
YE9)
From a list of randomly selected potential
sample segments, a final selectiou shall be
made. This selection will consider various
constraints, discussed below, and th- output of
this step shall be the latitude and longituie
of the segment center to the nearest minute,
and a number for each sample segment.
(Required by DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: CAS/NASA-SSAD/FSO).
A subse} of the 4800 sample segments, nominally
960 segments, shall be designated as training
segments.	 (Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Eesponsibility: CAMS). These
segments shall receive preprocessing at each
opportunity in all biological phases.
(Required by CAMS; Category 1; Implementation
4-1
or
Responsibility: DAPTS /NASA -GSFC), For each
section designated a training segment, the
Production Film Converter (PFC) flag shall be
set on the coding sheet. After the first
successful preprocessinq of each training
segment during each biological window, this
film production flag will be cancelled.
(Required by DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: CAMS). In addition, all
sample segment numbering and coordinate
information, biological phase definition, color
code data for the PFC, country data and other
applicable data for each sample segment shall
be entered on computer input coding sheets in
the format specified in the JSC/GSFC Interface
Control Document (ICD) . (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implem-antation Responsibility:
CAS). This ICD has been negotiated prior to
the beginning of Phase II by the data
processing elements of JSC and GSFC. The
document defines thr^  physical interface between
JSC and GSFC for data being transmitted between
the two organizat.ion3 and contains complete
documentation of the format to be used tor the
two-way data flow.	 (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
NASA-DSAD/NASA-GSFC).
An interface tape shall be compiled from tue
information contained on the aforementioned
coding sheets.
	 (Requirt-d uy DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation -Responsibility: NASA-DSAD).
This tape, in t:ie format specified in the ICD,
shall b- transmitted to the GSFC, using methods
contain e d in the LACIP. Operational Handbook.
(R pquir(^d by DAPTS; Cat :gory 1; Implementation
Res ponsibility: NASA-D3AD).
GSFC will then establish the r-ference sc-t of
data for the particular sample seyment by
extracting the appropriate number of liners and
samples from a Landsat pass over the designated
area. :'ph,-^meris and attitude data will be used
to determine the sp^cified location of the
sample segment. GSFC shall extract the
ref?rence sample segment so that the 6-nm (11
km) edg•- is parallel to the scan lin g? and tho
5-nm (`) km) edy? is parallel to the ground
u-2
or
i
track. (Required by CANS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/VASA-
GSFC). Constraints on sample segment location
within a Landsat frame include the following:
A. Sample segments shall fall within the
central 80 no (148 km) of the Landsat scene
in an east-west direction.
H. A maximum of four sample segments in an
east-west direction can be processed, and
the centers of the segments must be
separated by 01 no (20 ka) in the
crosstrack direction.
C. A maximum of eight sample segments in the
north/south or along-track direction can be
processed from a given Landsat scene, and
the sample segment centers must be
separated by +10.5 no (20 km) in the along-
track direction.
GSFC shall identify those portions of passes
specified by the JSC which contain the sample
scenes and will extract portions of the record
containing the areas of interest. (Required by
CANS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
As a subset of the regular sample segments,
GSFC will acquire and preprocess the data from
approximately 960 training segments, once for
each Landsat cycle during the growing season,
or approximately 10 times per year.
GSFC shall also acquire and preprocess the data
for approximately 37 intensive study areas.
These sites will occur in Canada and the United
States and shall require that the data be
collected and processed at least once each
Landsat cycle. (Required by CANS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: (DAPTS-
NASA/GSFC).
During the preprocessing phase, a histogram of
the data in each of the four channels shall be
compiled by GSFC. This histogram shall apply
preferably to only the 5- x 6-nm (9 x 11 kn)
area covered by the reference set of data;
however, a histogram based on the 10- x 11-n n
(16.5 x 20 km) area containing the reference
4-3
rset will be acceptable. (Required by CAMS:
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC). JSC shall supply an	 j
algoritt ►m for computing Production Film
Recorder bias and scaling factors fron the
histogram data. (Required by DAPTS; Category
1; Tmplementation .Responsibility: CAMS) .
These factors shall be included in the header
information as contained in the ICD. (Required
by CAMS; Category 1; Implementation
R?sponsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
The CCT containing the Lew data will then be
automatically correlated with the CCT
containing the reference sample segment. A
transformation polynomial will be generated to
transform the new data set into line and sample
congruence with the rett-rence data set. Tho
new dati set shall correspond to the reference
data sAt in t.arms of th p number of lines and
samples. The RMS registration error between
each new data set, and the reference data set,
for the ensemble of pixels in a sample segment,
s!,all not exceed one pixel. This registraticn
step will r-sult in all subsequent data sets
for 3 given sample segment having line sample
correspondence to the reference data set; that
is, line 1, sample s on the nth data set will
represent the sample point on the ground as
lin 1, sample s on the reference data set. An
edit tape will be prepared for all new scenes
}	 collected within a specified period. This tape
will include appropriate header records as
specified in th ,,
 ICD. Format and transmittal
of t.hc .Ndit tapes will ue governed by the ICD."
(Required by CAMS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
G3FC shell perform various duality checks
durinu, `hc pr,4proeessing of the Landsat data.
The checks shill .-, nc:ompass cloud cover, data
dropout, dnii registration.	 (Required by CAMS;
Citeqory 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
D. Clo+td Cover Check -- ThN data shall to
scr :--en?d for cloud cover. The basic
limitation on An acceptable percentage of
cloud rover shall be dictated by
u -4
or
limitations imposed by the correlation'
algorithm and/or visual screening. 	 This
limiting percentage is expected to be
about 10 percent.	 Provisions should be
made for processing limited data sets
containing high percentages of cloud
cover by performing manual registration.
UY E.	 Data Dropout - The data shall be screened
Cr for dropout of lines of data.	 Marginaldata, defined as data having any dropout,
shall be forwarded with a notation in the
header indicating the number of lines of
data having any dropout.	 Attempts to
replace marginal data shall be made by JSC
ordering additional processing from GSFC.
F.	 Registration - Parameters given a measure
of the correlation peak sharpness, the
normalized peak-to-background ratio, and an
indication when manually assisted
registration is performed shall be included
in the header record.
Resource Expenditures shall be reported in
terms of manpower, computer time, and material
usage required to operate the --SFC portion of
DAPTS. (Required by SPE; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-
GSFC) .
Data Status shall be reported weekly in terms
of number of attempted sample segment
acquisitions, number acquired, number
preprocessed, number of segments shipped to
JSC, and the number of segments reordered.
(Required by SPE; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
Landsat MSS Calibration Procedures will be
documented, including the procedure for
replacement of data due to out-of-sync
conditions, and the relationship of the
radiometric error versus signal strength or
spectral energy level. (Required by CAS;
Category 3; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
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rLandsat MSS Registration Procedures will be
documented to include the procedures tor the
automatic and manual processes, an error
analysis study supporting the fulfillment of
registration accuracy requirements, and further
definition of the origin of the header record
information pertaining to registration.
(Required by CAS Category 1; Implementation	 -
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
A periodic Registration Accuracy Report will be
prepared, documenting the registration accuracy
achieved in the GSFC registration process.
(Required by CAS; Ca •;egory 2; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA- DSAD).
Data shall be processed through tae
preprocessing and transmission portions of the
LACIE system so that it is available at the JSC
for further analysis by time of acquisition
plus 10 days. (Required by CAMS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility; DAPTS/NASA-
GSFC) .
If a data deficiency is discovered during
subsequent processing of the data at the JSC, a
change order will be initiated. Changes to the
basic data order initiated by the JSC Interface
Tape will be made by filling out coding forms
in the format specified in the ICD for change
cards. (Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: CAMS).
Segments can be deleted or added. Additional
processing can be specified for a segment in a
given biological window (for example, an
attempt can be made to rerun the original data
or obtain a replacement for a marginal data
set). Film processing flags can be changed,
color code information can be changed, and
biological windows can be updated.
4.1.2	 ZQ,_sjbje FutuKe jggujrements
(Reg l d by CAS; Cat 4; Impl. Resp.: DAPTS/GSFC)
Registered full-frame Landsat data may be
required. The initial use of the registered
frames may be to provide registered data from
which 5- x 6-nn (9 x 11 km) sample segments can
be extracted. Subsequently, V!e full-frame
4-6	
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rregistration capability could support a variety
of different sampling techniques that might be
employed in later phases of LACIE.
INTERIM SYSTEMS
Phases 1A and 1B: The requirements for phases
1A and 1B are the same as the above
requirements for the full-up system with the
following exceptions:
Phase 1A: The data to t y e processed is
retrospective Landsat 1 data and will be
selected from data acquired duriny the 1973-
1974 growing seasons. The data sets to be
processed will be specified by the JSC.
(Requir-d by DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: CAMS/CAS). GSFC will
establish the capability to exercise the DAPTS
processing hardware/software using
retrospective data as input. (Required by
CAMS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
The Research Test and Evaluation effort has a
requirement for Landsat 1 retrospective data in
continuous coverage format as contained on the
standard Landsat 1 CCT. These data will be
specified to GSFC in the normal manner for
ordering Landsat 1 data. (Required by Test and
Evaluation; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS). GSFC will fill theses
orders in the same manner as used for standard
Landsat 1 products.
	 (Required by Test and
Evaluation; Category 1; Implementation ►
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
4.2
I5
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4.3
	
METRIC CONVERSION
The length units of nautical miles (nm) have
the approximate equivalent metric units of
kilomet-rs (km) , added to conform to jv4w
standards. A conversion tactor of 1.851 is
used to convert nautical miles to kilometers
(nm x 1.852 = km). The resultant kilcmeter is
rounded off to the nearest 0.5 kilometer.
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SECTION 5.0
Tj1PUT_2UUjPE!!BNTS
Inputs required by DAPTS from the other LACIE
functional elem=?nts are defined in the
following subparagraphs.
5.1	 FULL--UP SYSTEM
DAPTS
Not applicable.
5. 1.2	 CAhS
List of Training Segments - CAMS shall specify,
by segment number, those segments designated as
training segments. This designation shall
occur for up to 960 of the sample segments.
(Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
CAMS) .
PFC Gain and Bias Computation Algorithm - CAMS
shall provide the algorithm to be implemented
by GSFC in computing the .lain and bias settings
for the PPC (Cateyory 1; Implementation
RPSFonsibility: CAMS).
Changes to GSFC Data Orders (Computer Card
Coding Sheets) - CAMS shall implement the
requests for changing the data acquisition and
preprocessing order to 3SFC. These changes
will include specifying a need tor additional
processing of a sample segment for a given
biological phase, adding or deleting sample
s pgnents, changing film processing flays, and
chanyin,3 color code information. The change
will be specified by making the appropriate
entries on a computer card coding sheet, using
the format contained in the JSC card format
documentation. These changes will then be
submitted through the E!)D Data Manager.(Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
CAMS).
5.1.3	 YES (Cat. 1; Impl. Resp.: 	 YES)
List of Sample Segment Biological Windows
(Comput-r Card Coding Sheets) - Specific
biological windows, during which acquisition
and preprocessing of data is desired, will be
5-1
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specified.	 A beginnin5 and ending date for
each of 41
 our biological windows will be
r specified and entered on computer coding sheets
in the format specified by the JSC card format
documentation.	 The dates specified are
inclusive and begin and end at 001 and 2400
hours GMT, respectively.
	 For consecutive
windows,
	 the beginning of the follow-on window
must be at least 1 day after the end of the
window.	 The same date will not be used for the
end of one window and the beginning of sncther.
5. 1. 4 CA S
! List of Sample Segment Numbers and Coordinates
(Computer Card Coding Sheets)	 - CAS shall
implement the LACIE sampling
	 strategy and
select and provide to DAPTS the geographic
coordinates	 (center latitude and longitude) 	 of
4800 numbered sample segments.
	 The coordinates
will be specified in degrees and minutas
	 (to
the nearest minute)	 of latitude and longitude.
Selected sites will have been
	 judged aga..nst
all system constraints 	 (see section 4.1.1)	 and
found acc?ptable.	 The data will be supplied to
DAPTS through entry on computer card coding
forms in the fccmit specified in the JSC card
format documentation.
GaFC Data Order (Computer Card Coding Sheets)
The CAS shall be responsible fcr preparing
computer coding sheets containing all sample
segment data needed to activate the GSFC
acquisition :end preprocessing of Ldn3sat data.
TL-4se coding sheets will be prepared in the
format :specified by the JSC card format
documentation and will contain such information
as the segment number, location, training site
designation, definition of biological windows,
and color code information for the PFC. Inputs
will be obtained from CAMS, YES, and other
subsyst.ms as appropriate. Completed iorms
will bra provided tha ROD Data Manager for
transmittal to DSAD aLd subsequent preparation
of the JSC-GSFC Interface Tape. (Category 1;
Implementation responsibility: CAS).
5.1.5	 ISR H. S
Not applicable.
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V5.1.6	 SPE
Not applicable.
5. 1.7	 TE
Not applicable.
5.1.8	 Research (Cat. 3; lmpl. P;,sp.: 	 Research)
Landsat Full-Frame Data Orders - The inhouse
and sponsored LACIE research program will
periodically require full-frame or extended
covnraq ­ Landsat data. These requirements will
be fi.11 ,_d by ordering standard CCT's through
channels set up fcr principal investigators.
Research requirements must be specified in the
LACT.E r(=quirements documents with information
of sufticient detail as to location, number of
scenes, scene ID's, if available, anI other
data pertinent to tL:? raquirement.
5. 1.9	 Tnst and Fvaluat.ion
-------------------(Ca}. 3; Impl. Resp.:	 Test and Zval.)
Landsat Full-Frame Data Orders - Th y, test and
evaluation etfort will periodically require
extended coverage not available from trte 5- x
6-nm (9 x 11 km) sejments norm' ly processed
for LACIE Orders for stand.-	 ndsat CCT's
will be made to fill tn-s-,	 remeuts. T:h
must identify, in t<,rms of g-,	 `.y and
frequency of n(aPd. its requiTeme,&L cur such
data. As the r_yuiremcnt b-comes firm,
specific, areas of coverage, scene ID's, and
other po rtinent information must be provided to
DAPTS. Data orders will be levied against GSFC
using proctedures develo; d for supportinq
Principil Investigators to ordering Landsat 1
data.
5.2
	
INTERIM SYSTEMS
The DAPTS input requirements for Interim
Systems are the sam;:, as for thH full-up system.
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rSECTION 6,G
QUTPUT_PRQDUCTS
Outputs from DAPTS which will be provided to
the ctht.r LACIE functional elements are defined
in the following subparagraphs.
6.1
	 FULL-UP SYSTEM
6.1.1
	
DAPTS_IIntg.Eim Output_Product§I
The following interim output products will be
generated by DAPTS for subsequent use in
performing DAPTS functions:
A. GSFC/JSC Interface Control Document
(Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: NASA-USAD/
NASA-GSFC) - An Interface Control Document
has been ne got iated between JSC and GSFC to
specify the physical interface for the
transmission of LACIE data between JSC and
GSFC: and between GSFC and JSC. Thi ICD
specifies the location and format for each
element of data to he transmitted.
H. JSC Interface 'Pape (d ,2, quired ty DAPTS;
Cat-gory 1; Implementation f;esponsitiliti:
NASA-DSAD) - An interface tape containing
all information such as sample segment
number, geographic position, biological
window uates, and other information
specifie,9 in the JSC-GSFC Interface Control
Document shall he ir?Iared and forwarded to
GSFC to activate th- GSFC acquisition and
pr^procrssing operation.
C.	 Landsat MSS Dat-i (.Required by DAPTS;
Cat .- ory 1; Implementation Responsil:ility:
NASA/(;SFC) - Ac4uir-r Landsat MSS data over
sample segments spacificd in the JSC-GSFC
int -rfdce tal^^ and subs ,:juer.t updates.
f).	 LACIE R ^f-rr ,-z nce Segment=s (:required cy
DAPTS; Catetjory 1; Implementation
P psponsibility: NASA/GSFC) - Establish a
r p f , rence 5- x u-nm (9 x 11 km) segment it
F, icb s;:-^cified samFlo s-gmont location.
Ihi!^; _ef-^rcnce seym.--nt will be processed
`.or	 ds w,.^ll as statel to supk,ort
_1f r--a jist.ration of subsagUOntly dCguir,^d
data ovor the samt:l-- segment.
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rE. Landsat MSS Search Area Data (Required by
DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: NASA/GSFC) - Extract
search areas of 10- x 11-nn (18.5 x 20 km)
size, using ephemeris and attitude
information, of subsequent data
acquisitions over the specified sample
segments.
F. Landsat MSS Registered Data (Required by
DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: NASA/GSFC) - Register all
data sets over a given sample segment to
the reference data set previously
established for the sample segment. The
RMS registration error between each new
data set and the reference data set, for
the ensemble of pixels in a sample segment,
shall not exceed one piiel.
G. Landsat MSS Data Quality Reports (Required
by DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: NASA/GSFC) - Perform
quality control of the preprocessing
operation consisting of a cloud cover
check, a check for data dropout, and a
check for adequacy of registration as
detailed in section 4.1.1.
H. Landsat MSS Data Edit Tapes (Required by
DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: NASA/GSFC) - Perform the
above operations for the 4800 sample
I segments, including 960 training segments
and 37 intensive study sites, and transmit
and edit tape to JSC on a daily or near-
daily basis, containing the output of the
preprocessing operation. The edit tape
shall be formatted and transmitted as
specified in the ICD.
6. 1.2	 CAMS
A. Landsat MSS Segment Data (CCT) (Required by
CAMS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC) - These
data will consist of four channels of
LandsnF muttispectral scanner data
extracted to cover the 5- x 6-nm (9 x 11
km) sample segments specified in the JSC
interface tape. Data will be in the format
6-2
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described by the JSC-GSFC Interface Control
Document.
S?gments shall be of two types, ordinary
segments and designated training segments. The
acguisition and preprocessing of ordinary
segments is required in each of four time
periods unless such acquisition is prevented by	 ---
cloud cover, technical problems or operational
problems. The acquisition and preprocessiny of
designated training segments is required for
each of up to 16 opportunities per year unless:
1. Acquisition is prevented by cloud cover,
technical problems, or operational
problems.
2. Acquisition occurs within two days after a
previous successful acquisition.
The total numb --^r of such segments, up to 4800,
shall b- determined by CAS. Of these segments,
no more than 960 may be designated training
segments at any one time; however, the systez
shall b- designed such that any segm-:nt may Le
made a designated training segment or ordinary
s^gment at any time, as long as this does not
result in more t:,an 96C active designated
training segments.
When a _.ample segment maintains the samF
nominal position in twc succeeding crop years,
its actual position shall to registered within
TSD pit-ls.	 (C3tegory 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS).
Capability to change any JSC defined parameters
associated with a samFle s•^yment, or to order
r p ac:quisition of data, shall be provided.
B. PFC Gain and Bias Factors (Required by
CAMS; Cat=gory 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/hASA-GSFC) - Gain
and bias f•ictors shall be coma uteri in the
Fr?processiny operation and include3 as
Far* of the h aad4r r--cord, f or the purpose
of controlling thF gain and tias settinjs
on thF production film converter. These
factors shall be comput-d using an
algorithm suFFliad by CAMS.
C. Regular Lindsat Imay-^ry (hequirrd by CA15.
Cat-.gory 1; Implementation He=ponsibility.:
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FSO) - A 1:1,000 , 000 scale Landsat (9" x
9") image of each Landsat frame used in
LACIE is required once each growing season.
This image shall be a CIN composite of
bands 4, 5, and 7. The image shoulcl
contain less than 20 percent cloud rover.
These images are to be stored by the ISRRS.
AccLss to approximately 40 frames/day is
required.
D. Mosaics (Required by CA N S; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-
SSAr - FSO) - Black anti white uncontrolled
1:1,000 , 000 scale mosaics of each of the
LACIE counting wheat growing regions are
required. These mosaics shall be available
before the start of analysis in any
individual ccuntry. Each mosaic should tP
compiled using band 5 (the rel band) from
imagery acquired during the wheat growing
seasons. Two sets of each mosaic are
required, one for the ADP country analysis
group and one for the image analysis group.
These shall be on a stable base.
For each major wheat growing region a north-to-
south sit of uncontrolled strip mosaic is
requir3d. This mosaic shall also be at a scale
of 1:1,000,000, but should be compiled frcm a
CIR composite of Landsat bands 4, 5, and 7.
Each mosaic shall to compiled from a single
Landsat pass acquired once during each
biological phase using an average or mid-
latitud ^
 of wheat region crop calendar to
sclect the actual calendar time to make the
data acvuisition. each image used should
contain	 ;s tLan 20 percent cloud cover.
6. 1.3	 YES
Yield and Crop Progression Data (Required by
YES; Category 4; Implementation Responsitility:
DAPTS)	 To apply Landsat data for
determination of yield and crcp progression
during Phase IT, it is necessary that selectFd
portions of the data be made available to YES
for remote determination of yield and crop
progression developel by the research effort.
No special ,requisition or preprocessing is
anticipatQd a.t this tim
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6. 1.4	 .91S
A. Landsat Mosaics (Required by CAS; Category
1; Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS) -
Uncontrolled Landsat 2 mosaics of MSS-5 for
"green phase" of wheat growth stage a
1:1,000,000 scal? of the Phase II LACIE
regions are required 60 days prior to the
start of Phase II.
B. Sample Segment Status Report (Required by
CAS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS /NASA-GSFC) - Sample
Segment Status Report is required daily.
Status of 4800 sample segments shown as
data of Landsat data acquisition, wheat
growth stage, acquired - rot classified,
acquired - classified, acquired -
classified unsuitable, acquired -
backlogged, not required.
	
6.1.5
	
ISRRS
Landsat MSS Data (CCT) (Required by ISRRS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-G SFC) - These data will consist of
four channels of Landsat multispectral scanner
data extracted to cover the 5- x 6-nm (9 x 11
km) sample segments sFecified in the JSC
interface tape. Data will be in the rormat
described by th:, JSC-GSFC Interface Control
Document.
	
6. 1.6	 SPE
A. CAPTS- Landsat Resource Parameters (Required
by `APE; Category 2; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-GSFC) -
R?source informatics utilized in the
preprocessing transmission of data from
GSFC to JSC will be monitored and recorded
on a quarterly basis, broken into monthly
increments and availabl .-, on an "as
requested" basis.
P. Weekly Data Status Report - Monitor and
record on a Weekly basis the following
Landsat data acquisition infcrm,ition:
1. The number of attempted sample segment
acquisition:_; and tnH number acquired.
(Required by SPE; Category 2;
Implementation :responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).
or
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r2. The number of sample segments
processed. (Required by SPE; Category
2; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC) .
3. The number of daily segment tapes sent
to JSC/EOD in support of LACIE
operations. (R^quired by SPE; Category
2; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-DSAD).
4. The number of daily segment tapes
reordered/reprocessed. (Required by
SPE; Category 2; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-DSAD).
6.1.7	 IF
Not applicable.
6. 1. R	 Fesearch
(Req'd by Research; Cat. 4; Impl. Nesp.:
DAPTS/NASA-(,-SFC)
A. Lan(?sat MSS Full-Frame Data (CCT) - Full
Frame CCT's in Lour parts shall be output
to .satisfy stated requirements of the
Res-arch opf^ration. These CCT's will
correspond to the standard Landsat Frcduct
for principal investigators. Landsat
black-and-white transparencies (9.5 inches
and 70 millimeters) over all the intensive
test sites for the 1973-76 growing season
for which cloud cover is less than 30
Fercent.
B. Set of controll-)d mosaics made from band 5,
Landsat-1 and 2 MSS data acquired during
the "green phase" over each LACIE country.
These data are to be used for task 4.1.1.1a
(Req'd by Research; Cat. 1; Impl. resp.:
DAPTS/NASA-SEAD-FSO).
6. 1 .9	 T Est and Evaluation
(Req'd ty Test and Eval.; Cat. 4; Impl. Resp.:
DAPTS/NASA -(;SFC)
Landsat MSS Full-Frame Data (CCT) - Full-frame
CCT's (in four parts) suall be output as
raquirel tc satisty stated requirements for
t-st and evaluation activities. These CCT's
will correspond to the standard Landsat data
Frcduct for principal investigators.
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6.1.10	 Accu aaccy_Assessment
A. Landsat H Calibration Documentation
(Required by Accuracy Assessment; Category
1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/ NASA -GSFC) - Documentation is
required on the GSFC calibration procedures
for LACIE data; in particular, the
procedure for replacement or data due to
out-of-sync conditions and the relationship
of the radiometric error versus the signal
strength or spectral energy level.
R. Landsat MSS hegistration Documentation
(Requir ed by Accuracy Assessment; Category
1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA -GSFC) - Documentation is
require di on the GSFC registration
procedures for LACIE; in particular, the
definitive procedures used in both the
automatic and manual modes, the error
analysis study supporting the registration
accuracy requir4ments, and a further
definition of the o-r igin of the header
record information pertaining to
registration.
C. Registration Accuracy Report (Required by
Accuracy Assessment; Category 1;
Implementation 3esponsibility: DAPTS/NASA-
DSAD) - The DAPTS is required to determine
the GSFC registration accuracy on a
periodic basis for a number of tiie LACIE
segments neded to make a valid statistical
inference of the registration accuracy. A
semiannual report is required which
presents the results of the registration
accuracy analysis.
6.2
	
INTERIM SYSTEMS
The output reyuirem.!nts _or the interim system
are the same as those saecitied for the full-up
system.
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eSECTION 7.0
INTERFACE_ItEQUjRElfENTS_jDOCUMENNI
Fach implementing organization shall comply
with the interfact- requirements specified in
the following documents:
A. Earth Resources Data Format Control Book,
Document PHn 543, July 1973.
B. GSFC/JSC Interface Control Document for
LACIE, [larch 20, 1975.
:.. _ :^•:^ ^ 
^` $tom =^.,^,^,.
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SECTION 8.0
OPERATIONAL_RFQOIIt EMENTS AFFECTING TH E DESIGN
8.1	 THROUGHPUT REQUIREMENTS
(Req'd by CAMS; Cat. 1; Impl. Resp.:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC)
The system must provide the capability to turn
out 100 samples per day.
8.2
	
RESPCNSE REQUIREMENTS
(Req'd by CAMS; Cat. 1; Impl. Resp.:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC and CAMS)
A maximum time limit of 10 days from
acquisition to CCT arrival at JSC will permit
establishing reprocessing requirem•3nts within a
reasonable time. One day (24 hours) of this
10-day period will be required For
preproc^ssinq at Goddard. A maximum of 8 days
will bA required between delivery of tapes to
JSC and establishing reprocessing requirements.
8.3
	
RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS
8. 3. 1
	
General Reliability
(R?q'd b
_
y CAMS; Cat. 1; Impl. Resp.:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC)
Systems reliability has been described in
significantly different terms; however, for
this purpose, the following definitions will be
used :
A. Soundness of design
°. Stl y e Or comvl °t enrss
C.	 Sta l-e of ,=p inyundiminished in performance
This rc^f-?rs to the data quality aspects of the
hardwar-, software, and the data t:ase of tht:
LACIE reprocessing system.
8.3.2	 iiardwar-• Reliability
(Re^i'd by^DAPTS; Cat. 1; imfl. Resp.. 	 DAP13-
NASA-GSFC)
The performance of the i;ardware, system can
affect ti7- :luality of tiie data products. 	 Thus,
the reliability of the aardware system must to
asc^---tain?d to assure thz? :,uality of tha data.
Reliability tactors est,iulish--d during LACI? 1A
and 1H -hall bE= used to evaluate the hardwar-
reliability for LACIE II.
A-1
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8.3.3	 Software AslLakjllili
(Req'd by DAPTS; Cat. 1; Impl. Hesp.: DAPTS-
NASA-GSFC)
The reliability of the systems and applications
software must be maintained and assured in the
operating environment. It will to assumed that
the ori.final program specifications are correct
and that the software has been properly
implemented and executed. The performance of
the software during LACIE 1A and 1B will he
used to certify reliability for LACY II.
8.4	 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Not applicable
8.5
	 DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
(Rey'd by DAPTS; Cat. 1; Impl. Resp.:
DAPTS/NASA-DSAD and NASA-GSFC)
JSC sends controlling information and data to
to included in the MSS tape header record to
GSFC in machine-readable form. lire initial
conditions are sent on nine-track CCT, and
changes are made on punca earls. MSS data
tapes output trom th :^  NASA Data Procsssins
Facility (NUPF) at GSFC are snipped to the
Real-Time Computer Complex (P,TCC) at JSC on a
daily Wis.
8.6
	 QUALITY ASSUP.ANCE (QA) LiEQUI2EMtNTS
(Reg l d by ASVTB; Cat. 1; Impl. Rcsp.: DAPTS)
The LACIE Quality Assurance Plan is being
preparei under the direction of the luality
Assurance hana4er. The in-line QA Functions
will be imply?mentel, in most cases, by the
organizaticn involve:.
A s-t of Quality Assurance procedures has been
prepared by each organizational element in
LACIE and audited by Quality Assurance. This
document, which will b p publisned in th.- near
future, Will provide a QA baseline for each of
the elements in LACIE.
6.6.1	 general 2_guiremtnt_
The following general r quirnment_ should he
considered during preparation of thH Quality
Assurance Plans.
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8.6.1.1	 Validatiog_oigoditications (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS NASA-GSFC).- Development of a mechanism
is required for independent validation of all
hardware, software, and procedural
modifications prior to their implementation
into the system. Benchmark tests should be
developed, run off-line, and verified by a
quality assurance group to ensure that the
output is altered only in the way desired, if
any. Likewise, it should be ensured that all
oth.:?r subsystems are unaffected, or, if they
are affected, that they be appropriately
informed with a sufficient lead time to enable
revisions to take place. These revisions
should also be benchmarked in a similar manner.
A.6.1.2
	 SamMjt_segment_data (Reluired by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
ISR'?S/NASA-CSAD).- All sample segment data
receivee from GSFC should be screened for data
quality prior to the initiation of production
processing of the data. This will enable poor
data to bt detected at the front end of the
system and will prevent processing of
substanlard data which would go undetected
until the results of CATS processing are known.
It will enable data to b ,2 reordered sooner in
the biological time frame and will give a
better chance for successful acquisition and
processing of yood data in a timely manner.
8.6.1.3	 Product_ deli_veryLrec?ipt (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation hesponsibility:
DAPTS -NASA/DSAD E NASA/t.SFC).- Products
deliver.-d or received across organizational or
subsyst-m interraces should be checked.
8.6.1.4	 Discrepancy re portin_q ("te:quired by DAPTS;
C3t^,gory 1; Implementation :responsibility:
ISRRS) . - A method of report ins; pro bloms with in
the sy5t?m is required. Discrepancy k3ports
(DR's) will be usel to :dart quality assurance,
management, and operating units of any
4eficiencies in the system. The DR may be
ini t_iatt-^d by anyone, but its resolution will he
coordinated by th ,3 ;)A group. The procedures to
be followed in closing DR's are specified in
1-3
rthe LACIF Quality Assurance Procedures
document.
8.6.1.5	 Stop-Work orders (Required by DAPTS; Category
1; Implc mentatiun Responsibility: ISRSS).-
When a unit has develops-d a major problem and
is consistently producing an inferior product,
more drastic action is required. A "Stop-work
Order" would be issued by the QA group based
upon inspection of the product defect as
reported by a DR or by inspection of a line or
bench mirk test. Th- Stop-work order would to
signed by the respectiv? QA operations, and
unit managers. As a result, all operations in
the affcct.ed area would stop immediately until
the problem is corrected. The system would
r;4miin in a down condition until QA is
sat?sfi=d, based upon a line test or b?nchmark
test injicating that the system is capable of
continuing its operations. At that time tho
Stop- gork Crder would be formally lifted by the
aforementioned managers, or at least the system
would b ., put into a "conditional restart" mode,
Fending inspection of the first products
prod ucel .
P.6.2	 Speci`ic_Ry
17
euirements_.IDAPTS)
The following specific DAPTS related
requirements shall be covered by the Quality
Assurance Plans.
8.6.2.1
	
GSFC/JSC_taue 
-
unit _compatibility (Required by
DAP ^'S; Category 1; Imilementation
Responsibility: NASA-DSAD).- The compatibility
of aSFC anti JSC magnetic tape units (MTU's)
must be periodically verified independently of
the transmission of actual data. Such things
as skew angles, parity arrors, inter-record
gaps, and g i-n,^ral read-write performance of the
M-U's should ba checked. Standards of
pelf orme ncN require definition, and procedures
n-fed to b^? developed specifying the action to
b, taken when deviations are detected.
8.5.2.2
	
GSFCLJSC_Intertace Control_ Document (Required
by DAPTS;  Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: NASA-CSAD).- The adherence to
provisions of the GSFC/JSC ICD requires
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periodic verification. Development of quality
assurance procedures is required for incoming
data as well as for data being supplied to GSFI;
by JSC.
	
8.6.2.3	 DAPTS inputs_from GSFC (Required by CAMS;
	 --
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-GSFC).- Inputs received from GSFC
will include Landsat multispectral scanner
(MSS) computer tapes and status information
concerning whether or not a segment has been
acquired, whether an order exists for
acquisition/processing in the GSFC data base,
reasons for data rejection, and whether or not
processing has been completed.
	
8.6.2.4	 CCT_checks (Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: NASA-DSAD).-
Upon receipt of the CCT, the physical tape
serial number and the tape identification
number should be checked against the GSFC
Magnetic Tape Receipt to ensure Fropr tape
accountability. Also, it must be verified that
the tape, as labeled, is a JSC LACIL input
tape. Subsequent audits should also be made of
the logginy operation, to ensure: that the tape
numbers are correct. Periodic physical audits
should be made of the Library to ensure that
the tape lcgs represent physical reality and to
account for any discrei:ancies. Quality checks
are to be performed on the input CCP to assure
that th- tape and data meet the processing
standards of JSC. Checks should be made for
real/parity errors, format i-r.ors, physical
tape errors, proper end-of-rile (EOF) marks,
and continuation slags.
Subsequ-_nt to duplication of the data tape, th;-^
duplicate tapes should b p compared With the
original data to ensure a one-to-ono
correspondenc-,
 between them. The tape ldtel
identification of the duplicate tapes should be
verified. The header record of each file
should he accessed and th•2 site identification,
tap- id---ntificatlon, data quality, number of
cut-of-sync conditions, cloud cover, and JSC
film processing information should be veritie3.
The center point. coordinate of each site should
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rbe compared with the expected values at that
time. Each sample segment flagged for
processing by the Production Film Converter
(PFC) should be listed for a subsequent check
of its output.
8.6.2.5	 StAtgs_report_checks (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
NASA-DSAD).- The GSFC processing information
transmitted to JSC should be checked For
completeness upon receipt; i.e., segment
acquisition status, rejection code, and
processing status.
8.6.2.6	 DAPTS_ transmissions to GSFC_and_tIOAA (Required
by DAPTS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA- DSAD).- Data tape
and card updates to the GSFC
acquisition/processing data bases will be
output by DAPTS to accommodate such items as
specifications of sample segment coordinates,
confirmation of data receipt, specification of
traininj segments, couLtries, and biological
windows. Additionally, data tape reariers for
checking quality rejections will be output to
GSFC and to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Agency (NOAA).
8.6.2.7
	 Acguisitiosrequests (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NPSA-FSO).- This subsystem must ensure
that the GSFC acquisition requests specify tha
correct coordinates of the desired site and
verify that the next available coverage is
within th^ expected biological window.
8.6.2.8	 KeypuncL_operations (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-DSAD).- All keypunch operations must
be followed Ly a verifying operation.
8.6.2. q
	Cards (Fequire4 by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation ResFonsibilit.y: DAPTS/NASA-
DSAD).- Cards used to transmit data should he
listed and checked for proper format, accuracy,
and completeness.
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8.6.2.10	 Data take (Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-
DSAD).- JSC creation of a data tape for GSFC
should he verified to ensure that all data was
actually loaded on the tape and that the tape
contains no physical errors which would
preclude its usefulness at GSFC.
8.6.2.11
	 Data_guality_r_orders (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-DSAD.- Data being reordered should
be checked against an output error analysis
report to verify that it was either missing or
outside established limits.
8.6.2.12	 Missing_datareorders (Required by DAPTS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/NASA-DSAD).- All unsatisfied requests for
data should be double-checked before recrderiny
to ensure that they were caused by nonreceipt
as opposed to a logging error.
9.7	 OTHER OPERATIONAL REQUIHEIENTS
Precautionary measures must be taken to ensure
that da *a requirements are met without
-^2Xc r? ssive data proc,?ssln. and that
substitutions ire props=rly acted.
8.7.1
	 Gen-ral_Precautions
Pr ecautions will apply to both electronic data
and nonelectronic data. This section
identifies those precautions that relate to
data quality.
8.7.?	 Data_Receipt
(Re gld y DAPTS; Cat. 1; Impl. cusp.
^APTS/NASA-DSAD)
A Eroc-lure for receiving data must he
dev , lop=d that will assure proper m=asures -ire
in =4ffect. As a minimum, the roliewinq points
shorild be checkfad:
A. Actual receipt
E. Verification of contQats
C. log ing of data
D. Notification of receipt by the system
E. Temporary storage
F. Distribution
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r8.7.3
	 Data_Accouatability
(-Req'd by DAPTS; Cat. 1; Impl. Resp: NASA-
rSAD)
Assurance should be made that the logs reflect
the disposition of the data and the
authorization for release.
8.7.4	 Transmittal_of_Data_P£oduCts
Upon the transmittal of all data products,
checks should be made to assure that the system
is intact.
8.7.4.1	 Authorization (Required by DAP`13; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility; DAPTS/NASA-
DSAD).- It must be ascertained that the
receiving agency personnel are authorized to
r-ceive the data. All distribution lists must
be checked to assure proper routing oL data.
8.7.4.2
	
Shippin3 (Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/NASA-DSAD
E NASA-GSFC).- LACIE data should be shipped in
containers designed to preserve the qudlity of
the data.
r
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rSECTION 9.0
VERIFICATION BEQUMME ITS
Each organization designated with
implementation responsibility shall prepare a
LACIE Verification Plan, including a complete
definition of the verification functions
proposed for verification of the portion of
LACIB for which it is responsible. Eaca
-ganization shall submit their plan for
E.proval to the LACIL Level III change board
within 10 days alter the requirements docum•3nts
are bas lined. (Required by ASVB; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS. As a
minimum, the verification plan shall include
the following related to the DAPTS subsystem:
A. Each module of the hardware/software
package shall be functionally verified
before integration into the preprocessing
subsystem.	 (Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: NASA/GSFC).
F. A test JSC Interface Tape will be compiled
in the format prescribed in the ICD and
transmitted to GSFC to activate tiie GSFC
acquisition-preprocessing operation.
(Required by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: NASA/DSAD).
GSFC will, in rc sponse, submit test data
tapes that are output in various stages of
checkout of the GSFC hardware/software
modifications. These tapes will contain
data in the format prescribed by the ICU
and will normally r-^sult in increasing
amounts of real data being introduced a_
the system nears a "full-up" status.
(Req uired by DAPTS; Category 1;
Irapinmentation Responsibility: NASA/GSFC).
C. A spot check will b-_ made of d portion of
the sample segments having undergon-2
preprocessing tor the November SystDm
(Phases 1A and 18). 'IniS check for
positional accuracy will ent-iil locit_inj
the center point of these segments with
res pect to tLe map coordinate cyst ;!m
(ONC's) , ar.d a record will be made of tfi-
disc-r g pancy in Landsat acid map coordinates.
(RP-;uirt-d by DAPTS; Category 1;
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Implementation Responsibility: NASA-
SBAD/PSO).
D. A spot check will be made of the initial
Phase 1A and 1B imagery to verify that the
registration module of the subsystem is
working properly. This initial check will
use overlaid transparencies and visual
analysis of the resultant match to verify
that the correlation algorithm is finding
the proper match point and that tae
registration algorithm is performing
properly. (kequired by DAPTS; Category 1;
Implementation Hesponsibility: CAMS).
r
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SECTION 10.0
RF,SEIANCH REQOIREM-NTS
The CAPTS subsystem requires the following
research to be conducted:
Alternate Techniques for Correlation and
Registration -
A. The investigation of the use of alternate
correlation algorithms on LACIE type data
should be pursued. This investigation
should continue until the present
correlation and registration techniqu q is
satisfactory. (Required by DAPTS; Category
1; Tmplementation Fesi.onsibility: NASA-
SEAD/RTE[ LARS )) .
B. Full-trame registration - Full-frame
registration has benin ilentified as a
possible requirement for LACIE. Although
the tirm requirement 3otis not exist, the
pos:;ibility for requiring and using this
technique seems real enough to suppor*
res- arch related to this mode of
registration. It i.. not erivisione:i that
the results of this research will feed
dir-, ctly into the initial lull-up version
of the LACIE, processing system, but that
the results would be available to support
devc-lcpment cf some follow-on version of
the system. In conjunction with this line
of research, activity is require] in the
following areas:
1. Development of efficient algorithms to
perform the registration on a full-
frame basis. Candidates might include
the linear or low-order piecPwise fit,
with continuity between pieces, and a
global treatment using a higher order
polynomial.
	 (Krquired by DAPTS;
Category 2; ImFlem?ntatior.
R r-sponsibility: NASA-S&AD/HTLE) .
2. In conjunction with full-frame
registration., a number of allied topics
need to he inve_. t.igated. These include
the problem of finding reasonably
stahlr^ (radiometric-illy) kinds of
things in a Lan g sat image ror use ds
control points to suFport either imaye-
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rto-image or image -to-ground
rpgistration. (Required by DAPTS;
Category 2; Implementation
Responsibility: NASA -SEAD/RTSE).
3. An additional problem connected with
full -frame registration is that of
generating, storing, and using ground
control points. An investigation
should be performed to find a suitable
and efficient algorithm for extracting
map coordinates for appropriate points,
storing these points as part of a data
base, and automatically calling uE the
desired points for a given trame of
data. In addition, the algorithm
should corr9late the stored point with
the corresponding image point,
introduce the stored ground coordinate
information, and generate
transformation coefficients that
provide a means for locating any Fixel
with rospect_ to the ground, or vice
versa.	 (Required by LAPIS; category 3;
Implementation responsibility: NASA-
SEAD/RTEE).
C. Registration capability of the I mag p 100
(Required by DAPTS; Category 2;
Implementation Responsibility: NASA-
SSAD/RT6E) - The Imdge 100 may have some
application as a backup system for LACIE
processing. Cne of the functions that
should be considereu for inclusion is the
capability tc ;erform registration of the
temporally separated LACIE data sets. This
would entail investigating many of the same
asp-cts of data registration discussed in
the paragraph above, but in the special
context of the Ima,3- 103 system and 5- x 6-
nm (9 x 11 km) data sets. investigation
topics should also include such tuings as
input/output rf:quir •_-m-^nts, througlqut
rats s, methods of r•-duciny tae size cf tnp
search arcs (currNnt.ly 10 x 11 nm (19.5 x
20 km)), and consid o r 3tion of special
hardwired rorr(-lati.on devices.
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SECTION 11.0
TLST AND_EVALUATICNREQUIIiE:IENTS
The DAPTS subsystem requires the following test
and evaluation to be conducted:
A. Alto rnate Techniques for Correlation and
Registration (Required by DAPTS; Category
2; Tmplementation Responsibility:
NASA/SEAD-FSO/RTSE) - Alt?rnate
correlation/registration algorithms
developed under the research program,
discussed in the first subparagraph of
section 10, shall be tested and evaluated
using Landsat data in 5- x 6-nm (9 x 11 km)
format. This testing and evaluation shall
consist of a quantitative as-essment of
registration accuracy in terms of number of
pixels of misregistration at a number of
points in the registered image. The
throughput rate of the algorithm shall also
be Evaluated in terms of its ability to
support LACIE on available hardware
cystsms.
P. Full-Frame Registration (dequired by DAPTS;
Catt, yory 2; Implementation Responsibility:
NASA/S&AU-PT&E) - The accuracy of a full-
frame registration of Landsat data shall be
tested by checking for misregistration at a
large number of points in the registered
frames. An assessment of throughput rates
on available systems shall also be made,
along with an assessment of the capability
to support the LACY. Operation with the
can^!idate full-frame registration
algorithm.
C. Registration capability of the Ima3e 100
(Required by DAPTS; Category 2;
Implementation Responsibility: NASA-
S&Ai)/RT&E) - A test and evaluation shall he
contucti=d of dny algorithm developed and
implemented on the IMAGE 103 system in
support or LACIE. Assuming that a
hartwired Fourier Transtorm technique is
emFloyed, the assessment will include a
gua+ititative evaluation of the accuracy and
reliability of the resulting correl.3ticns
on LACIE type Landsat data. The evaluation
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will also consider the throughput rate
achievable on the Image 100.
D. Cloud Cover Detection Algorithm (Required
by DAPTS; Category 2; Implementation
Responsibility: NASA/SSAD-RTGE) - The
cloud cover detection algorithm used by
GSFC will be evaluated by visual analysis
of extracted portions of full coverage
CCT's in which 10- x 11-mile segments
having varying amounts of cloud cover have
been identified. The results of the visual
analysis will be compared with the
percentage of cloud cover listed by GSFC
for that particular segment.
NASA-JSC
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